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Abstract
Jointly optimised attention-based encoder-decoder models
have yielded impressive speech recognition results. The re-
current neural network (RNN) encoder is a key component in
such models – it learns the hidden representations of the in-
puts. However, it is difficult for RNNs to model the long se-
quences characteristic of speech recognition. To address this,
subsampling between stacked recurrent layers of the encoder is
commonly employed. This method reduces the length of the
input sequence and leads to gains in accuracy. However, static
subsampling may both include redundant information and miss
relevant information.
We propose using a dynamic subsampling RNN (dsRNN)
encoder. Unlike a statically subsampled RNN encoder, the
dsRNN encoder can learn to skip redundant frames. Further-
more, the skip ratio may vary at different stages of training,
thus allowing the encoder to learn the most relevant informa-
tion for each epoch. Although the dsRNN is unidirectional, it
yields lower phone error rates (PERs) than a bidirectional RNN
on TIMIT. The dsRNN encoder has a 16.8% PER on the TIMIT
test set, a considerable improvement over static subsampling
methods used with unidirectional and bidirectional RNN en-
coders (23.5% and 20.4% PER respectively).
Index Terms: speech recognition, sequence-to-sequence, at-
tentional encoder-decoder, recurrent neural network
1. Introduction
Recently, sequence-to-sequence models, especially attentional
encoder-decoder models, have offered impressive performance
in speech recognition [1, 2, 3]. Unlike traditional pipeline
models which train each component separately, sequence-to-
sequence models optimise all their components jointly and
thereby can be trained in an end-to-end fashion.
The recurrent neural network (RNN) encoder is an essential
component in attentional encoder-decoder models, and learns
the hidden representations of the inputs. However, despite their
outstanding performance in modelling sequential data, RNNs
have some weaknesses including the vanishing gradient prob-
lem, and the difficulty in capturing long-range dependency [4].
Gated architectures, such as the Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) [5] and the Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [6] are de-
signed to alleviate these problems.
Nevertheless, for speech recognition tasks, encoder-
decoder models with vanilla gated RNN encoders often yield
poor results. This phenomenon is due to the long length of the
input sequence [7, 8]. Acoustic input sequences typically con-
sist of hundreds or even thousands of acoustic frames. During
training, it is difficult for an RNN encoder to learn to extract
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the most important information from sequences with such long
durations. Chan et al [8] demonstrated that with a vanilla multi-
layer LSTM encoder, the model gives inferior results even after
an extremely long training time.
A fixed, static subsampling in the RNN encoder has been
proposed to alleviate this problem and has led to accuracy im-
provements [7, 8]. This method is commonly used in encoder-
decoder models for speech recognition [1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
12]. In this method, an encoder layer reads either one of every
two hidden states of its previous layer (or their concatenation),
reducing the sequence length by a factor of 2. However, this
method subsamples statically, and does not consider different
acoustic situations.
In this work, inspired by the Skip RNN [13], we propose
a novel dynamic subsampling RNN (dsRNN) architecture. We
use the dsRNN to build the encoder for the encoder-decoder
models.
This learned subsampling strategy is helpful in two aspects:
• First the network learns what to skip – it learns to skip
redundant frames but keeps the important frames. Thus,
the skip policy forces the RNN encoder only to consider
the most relevant inputs during training.
• Second, it learns how frequently to skip input frames – in
practice this may be adaptively modified during training.
At the start of training, we observe the skip rates to be
high, enabling the encoder to learn the hidden represen-
tations for the most essential frames at the early training
stage. As training progresses, the skip rate decays, al-
lowing the encoder to retain more input information.
Because of these two abilities, the dsRNN encoder learns a
better representation of the input sequence and obtains a signif-
icant error rate reduction compared to the statically subsampled
RNN encoder. Although our dsRNN encoder is unidirectional,
we observe increased accuracy compared to a bidirectional stat-
ically subsampled RNN encoder.
2. Related Work
RNNs are powerful in processing sequential data, but they have
several limitations, including high computation costs, vanishing
gradients, and difficulties in capturing long-range dependencies.
These problems are severe for speech recognition since the in-
put acoustic frame sequences are long.
For encoder-decoder models for speech recognition, sub-
sampling between stacked encoder RNN layers has been pro-
posed to reduce the length of the input sequence [7, 8]. An
encoder layer reads either one of every two hidden states of
the previous layer (or their concatenation), reducing the input
length by a factor of 2. Subsampling is often performed be-
tween two or three layers, which leads to a reduction rate of 4
or 8. High reduction rates (e.g. 32) are possible, but it requires
careful pre-training [3].
Although these length reduction methods yield excellent
results, the subsampling is fixed. It does not consider differ-
ent acoustic events: for example, encoder-decoder models have
notable performance gains if the beginning silence part is re-
moved entirely [14]. Furthermore, when the input acoustic
features change rapidly, the skip rate (amount of subsampling)
should be low while when the input acoustic features are sim-
ilar, the skip rate should be high. However, static subsampling
fails to recognise these situations. This strategy may retain re-
dundant information, while dropping essential frames.
Recently, Skip RNN was proposed to allow an RNN to skip
inputs dynamically [13]. The Skip RNN demonstrated promis-
ing results in several sequential modelling tasks. However, the
Skip RNN uses only the previous RNN hidden state in order to
predict if the current input should be skipped or not. This ap-
proach is risky, since relevant inputs may be overlooked while
unnecessary inputs may be kept. For speech recognition, a sim-
ilar Skip RNN model has been proposed, which also skips with-
out considering the current input [15]. Compared with regular
RNNs it has no gain in accuracy; neither has it been applied to
sequence-to-sequence models.
The Skip RNN and our proposed dsRNN are related to
Highway Networks [16]. Highway Networks are feedforward
networks that use a transform gate and a carry gate to decide
how much information from the current layer should be copied
to the next layer. Similarly, Skip RNN and dsRNN determine
if the hidden state of the current time step should be copied to
the next time step. However, there are two main differences be-
tween Highway Networks and the dsRNN. First, Highway Net-
works are feedforward networks which may skip some interme-
diate layers. The proposed dsRNN is a recurrent network. Al-
though from the viewpoint of unfolding computational graphs,
it also omits some intermediate layers, the main characteristic
of the dsRNN is the dropping of inputs. Second, Highway Net-
works use gates to drop intermediate layers in a soft way, while
the dsRNN skips inputs in a hard fashion – the inputs are either
retained or discarded.
In the perspective of a single time step, our method has
some similarity to dropout [17]. However, dropout randomly
drops some weights of the network while our model learns to
skip the input. Thus, dropout puts a random mask on the net-
work weights while our model puts a learned mask on the input.
3. Dynamic Subsampling RNN
An RNN maps a sequence of input frames (x1, · · · ,xt) to a
sequence of hidden representations (h1, · · · ,ht). The hidden
state hi is computed recurrently by the RNN:
hi = RNN(xi,hi−1) (1)
We add an update gate to the RNN, which takes the previous
hidden statehi−1 and the current inputxi to output an indicator
ui ∈ {0, 1}, where 0 stands for skip xi and 1 indicates using
xi to update the hidden state. The process is described below.
First, the RNN computes a temporary current hidden state h˜i:
h˜i = RNN(xi,hi−1) . (2)
The update gate takes the concatenation of the temporary
current RNN hidden state and the previous RNN hidden state
as its input and uses a multilayer perceptron (MLP) to compute
the increment of the skip probability ∆pi:
∆pi = sigmoid(MLP([hi−1, h˜i])) (3)
Figure 1: Subsampling: static (above) vs. dynamic (below).
When the RNN is composed of multiple layers, hi−1 and
h˜i can be the hidden states of one specific layer or the concate-
nation of the hidden states of all the layers. The advantage of
computing an increment skip probability over estimating a skip
probability directly is it distributes the probability over a time
span, thus the network depends more on the context to make
skips. It also prevents the network from making too few skips.
The current skip probability p is the sum of the previous
accumulation skip probability ci−1 and the increment of the
skip probability ∆pi:
pi = ci−1 + min(∆pi, 1− ci−1) . (4)
The min operator is to ensure a valid probability.
The network can choose to skip the current input accord-
ing to the skip probability pi. However, it may lead to unstable
behaviors of the network. Thus, the probability is fed to a bina-
rizer to produce a binary value ui ∈ {0, 1}:
ui = Binarizer(pi) . (5)
If pi is above a threshold, then ui is set to 1. Otherwise, ui
is set to 0. The threshold for the binarization function is set to
0.5 for the original Skip RNN [13]. In this work, considering
the duration of different acoustic events varies, we use an MLP
which takes the previous RNN hidden state hi−1 as the input
to adjust the threshold. The binarization function is not differ-
entiable. We set the binarization function to behave as a linear
function with slope 1 during backpropagation [18].
If ui is 1, the current input is used to update the RNN hid-
den state and the accumulation skip probability is reset to 0.
Otherwise, the current input is skipped. The current RNN hid-
den state hi and the accumulation skip probability ci are:
hi = ui · h˜i + (1− ui) · hi−1 (6)
ci = 0 + (1− ui) · pi . (7)
Therefore, the proposed network learns to skip input frames
dynamically by examining both history and current information.
We use our dsRNN as the encoder in the encoder-decoder
model. The dsRNN is unidirectional, but will be compared with
unidirectional and bidirectional RNNs in our experiments.
4. Experimental Setup
We test our model on the TIMIT dataset [19]. The dataset is di-
vided into training, validation and test sets following the Kaldi
s5 recipe [20]. The input features are 80-dimensional filter-bank
features with energy extracted by the Kaldi toolkit [20]. The in-
put features were rescaled by subtracting the mean and divided
by the standard deviation from the training set. The outputs are
39 phonemes with start/end sentence (sos/eos) and the space to-
ken, which make 42 labels in total.
For the encoder-decoder architecture, we use three layers
of dynamic subsampling unidirectional LSTM (dsULSTM) as
the encoder. The baseline models use three layers of unidirec-
tional LSTM (ULSTM) or bidirectional LSTM (BLSTM) as the
encoder. For the baseline encoders, the top two layers read ev-
ery second hidden state from their previous layers, resulting in
the input sequence length being reduced by a factor 4. For all
models the decoder is a one layer ULSTM and content-based
attention is used [21, 22]. We test two settings of the number of
hidden units. The first setting is to optimise the dsULSTM en-
coder. The number of hidden units is 300 for ULSTMs and 150
in each direction for BLSTM. The second setting is to optimise
the baseline. The number of hidden units is 512 for ULSTMs
and 256 in each direction for BLSTM. The MLP for estimating
the increment of the skip probability uses Leaky ReLU [23] as
its activation function. The number of hidden units of the MLP
is 150 for the dsULSTM encoder with 300 hidden units and 100
for the dsULSTM encoder with 512 hidden units respectively.
The Adam algorithm [24] is used as the optimisation
method. All the models are trained for 25 epochs. Beam Search
with a beam size 20 is used for decoding. All the models are
implemented through the ESPnet toolkit [25].
5. Results and Discussion
5.1. dsULSTM vs. baseline models
First, we compare the dsULSTM with the original Skip LSTM
as well as the baseline ULSTM models. Since the LSTM en-
coders have three layers, we test using the hidden states in the
bottom layer, in the middle layer, in the top layer, and the con-
catenation of the hidden states of all the three layers to make the
skip decisions respectively.
Table 1: The phone error rates (PER) on TIMIT test set of using
hidden states in different layers to make the skip decisions.
Layer used for skip decision PER
Bottom 23.8%
Middle 20.5%
Top 19.4%
Concatenation of all layers 22.5%
Skip LSTM (use the top layer) 26.4%
ULSTM 29.4%
ULSTM + static subsampling 24.7%
The results in Table 1 show subsampling is essential for
good accuracy. Our dsULSTM encoder is notably better than
LSTM encoder with static subsampling and it indicates that
the static subsampling method omits some relevant information.
The Skip LSTM does not yield a competitive PER, which im-
plies for speech recognition, skipping input frames blindly is
harmful. To better understand the dsULSTM encoder, we make
a statistic of the average ratio between the number of skipped
frames and the number of all frames for each sequence on the
TIMIT development set for each training epoch.
The average skip ratios are shown in Figure 2. The skip ra-
tios go to zero after the first few epochs, except when using the
bottom layer to decide the skips. This is unsurprising. We argue
that when using the bottom layer, the hidden states are similar to
each other when the input frames are similar, and leads to high
Figure 2: The average skip ratios on TIMIT development set for
each epoch.
skip rates. When using the top layer, the hidden states are more
abstract and well separated and resulting in low skip rates. We
find that high skip rates in the first epochs is important for low
PER – it forces the encoder to learn the abstract information of
the most relevant frames at the beginning of the training. Then,
the low skip rates in the remaining epochs retain more input in-
formation. Both Skip LSTM and dsULSTM using middle layer
to decide skips have overall low skip ratios but Skip LSTM has
a much higher PER. Furthermore, Skip LSTM also has a higher
PER than the static subsampling method. Thus, we conclude
Skip LSTM often makes unsuitable skips.
5.2. dsULSTM vs. random subsampling
We observe that when using the top layer or the bottom layer
to decide the skips, even in the first epoch, the network already
learns to make meaningful skips (e.g. it always skips the silence
part). To further show our model makes meaningful skips rather
than skipping randomly, we compare dsULSTM with random
skips. In our best model (using the top layer), the skip rates after
the first epoch and the second epoch are 0.14 and 0.02. Thus,
we test randomly skipping inputs during training with a fixed
probability 0.14 and with a fixed probability 0.02, respectively.
To better mimic the behaviour of dsULSTM, we test ran-
domly skipping input with skip probability decay. Since the
weights of dsULSTM are initialized around 0, the initial skip
rate is close to 0.5 because of the sigmoid function. Thus, the
initial skip probability is set to 0.5 for skip probability decay
with random skips. The skip probability is 0.14 for epoch 2 and
0.02 for epoch 3. After the third epoch, the skip probability is
0.004, which is the average skip rates of dsULSTM for the re-
maining epochs. We also compare the learned skip probability
decay policy with two other skip probability decay strategies.
The first method is decaying exponentially: the ratio between
the current skip probability and the previous skip probability is
( 1
2
)n, where n is the number of epochs. The skip probability
stops decaying after the third epoch, since the probability is al-
ready close to 0. The second approach is to lower the initial skip
probabilities.
Surprisingly, Table 2 indicates that a random skip probabil-
ity 0.14 has a better PER compared with ULSTM with static
Table 2: PER on TIMIT test set of randomly skipping inputs
during training.
Fixed random skip probability PER
0.2 26.7%
0.14 21.6%
0.1 22.7%
0.02 29.0%
Skip probability decay
0.5→ 0.14→ 0.02→ 0.004 21.1%
0.5→ 0.25→ 0.0625→ 0.0078 23.1%
0.35→ 0.1→ 0.02→ 0.004 23.7%
dsULSTM 19.4%
ULSTM + static subsampling 24.7%
subsampling. We also notice that the PER increases when the
random skip probability diverges from 0.14. Thus, we conclude
that for this architecture, the average redundant frame rate is
around 0.14. A random skip probability of 0.02 does not filter
enough irrelevant frames nor sufficiently reduce the length of
the input sequence and leads to a poor result.
Although a fixed skip probability of 0.14 is beneficial and
a fixed skip probability of 0.02 is harmful, when combined the
PER is lower than using the skip probability 0.14 alone. More-
over, all the tested skip probability decay policies yield bet-
ter results than ULSTM with static subsampling. This further
supports the hypothesis that high skip rates at the beginning of
training are helpful, even when the skips are randomly made. In
the early epochs, due to random skips, the inputs are shortened
– it is easier for the encoder to learn the hidden representation of
shortened sequences. Then, in the remaining epochs, low skip
probabilities ensure the encoder taking all inputs. In contrast,
static subsampling misses some input information.
Finally, we argue that our model learns the best dynamic
skip strategy and makes meaningful skips. Firstly, both the best
random skip rate (0.14) and the best skip rate decay method are
learned by our model. Second, with a similar skip rate for each
epoch during training, our dsULSTM has a lower PER than the
best skip rate decay policy with random skips, which indicates
that the dsLSTM makes meaningful skips rather than skipping
randomly.
Table 3: PERs of different encoder models on TIMIT test set.
Encoder: 3 layers with 300 hidden units PER
ULSTM 29.4%
ULSTM + static subsampling 24.7%
BLSTM + static subsampling 21.1%
dsULSTM 19.4%
Encoder: 3 layers with 512 hidden units
ULSTM 28.3%
ULSTM + static subsampling 23.5%
BLSTM + static subsampling 20.4%
dsULSTM 19.9%
All the experiments above for random skipping and dsUL-
STM use architectures which are optimised for the dsULSTM
(3 hidden layers with 300 hidden states for ULSTM encoders
and 3 hidden layers with 150 hidden state in each direction for
the BLSTM encoder). We also test our model on an architec-
ture optimised for the baseline (3 hidden layers with 512 hidden
states for ULSTM encoders and 3 hidden layers with 256 hid-
den state in each direction for the BLSTM encoder). Results are
in Table 3. The dsULSTM encoders result in lower PER than
the BLSTM encoders, indicating that the context information
gained from BLSTM is inferior to the information loss from the
static subsampling.
5.3. dsULSTM on ULSTM
Static subsampling does not allow LSTM encoders to drop in-
puts directly – the bottom layer always reads the entire input se-
quence and subsampling operations are between stacked LSTM
layers. Thus, we test to stack two dsULSTM layers on one UL-
STM layer. Table 4 shows for the second architecture of the
encoders, two dsULSTM layers stacked on one ULSTM layer
yields significant better results than all other models. This may
be due to the fact that the bottom ULSTM layer prevents the
model from losing any input information, since the bottom UL-
STM does not drop any input frame. However, further inves-
tigation is needed since in the first architecture, though better
than static subsampling, stacked dsULSTM on ULSTM is no
better than the pure dsULSTM encoder.
Table 4: PERs of different models on TIMIT test set. The bidi-
rectional GRU encoder-decoder is better than our BLSTMmod-
els. However, it requires complicated training and decoding
procedures [26].
Encoder: 3 layers with 300 hidden units PER
ULSTM + static subsampling 24.7%
BLSTM + static subsampling 21.1%
dsULSTM 19.4%
dsULSTM on ULSTM 23.3%
Encoder: 3 layers with 512 hidden units
ULSTM + static subsampling 23.5%
BLSTM + static subsampling 20.4%
dsULSTM 19.9%
dsULSTM on ULSTM 16.8%
Results of previous end-to-end models
Bidirectional GRU encoder-decoder [26] 18.7%
Segmental RNNs [27] 20.5%
BLSTM CTC [28] 24.6%
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel dynamic subsampling RNN
and use it as the encoder in encoder-decoder models. Compared
with statically subsampled RNN encoders, our dsRNN encoder
has significant performance gains. The dsRNN encoder learns
a good dynamic subsampling strategy – the skip rate decay.
Also, it learns to make meaningful skips rather than skipping
randomly. Thereby, at the beginning of training, the skip rates
are high and the skips are valid, which makes the encoder learn
the hidden representations of the most relevant input frames. As
training progresses, the low skip rates retain input information.
Although arguably, the input gate and the forget gate in
LSTM should have the ability to drop inputs and copy hid-
den states dynamically, the dsLSTM results in lower PERs than
LSTM for speech recognition experiments on TIMIT. Thus, en-
couraging RNNs to drop inputs and copy hidden states in a hard
fashion may be beneficial for speech recognition tasks.
Our future work will include extending the model to bidi-
rectional and investigating if the model can skip noise frames.
Source code: https://github.com/qishuxiyou/
dsRNN.
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